Summer 2020
Musical Musings In The Time Of COVID

Carol Lutes Racine — Diplomatic Liaison Director, FNACO

T

his edition of Con Brio is all about connecting the musical dots; the myriad linkages between
the Friends of NACO and the Orchestra’s wonderful musicians, sharing some of their COVIDtime narratives, reaching out and finding new ways to communicate, to share impressions and
feelings in this COVID-altered environment of social distancing through which we all must
navigate. In this continuing period of missing the pleasure of one another’s musical company at
NAC live concerts, as well as at our fund-raiser embassy dinner and concert events, the stories
featured in this issue lift back the stage curtain to take the Friends of NACO and the Orchestra’s
musicians on a warm, mutual journey, reflecting on some of their personal COVID era thoughts.
We hope you enjoy the read as much as President, Christine McLaughlin, myself and FNACO
member & translator ‘par excellence’, Gisèle Lamontagne have enjoyed ‘orchestrating’ the
preparation of this ’pandemic package’ which starts with Christine McLaughlin’s thoughts on
treasured bygone concerts; then some contemporary COVID observations from Jeanne d’Arc
Sharp, FNACO long-time member and former honorary patron. Then onward to a virtual feast
of special COVID ’lockdown’ narratives written for Con Brio by NACO musicians: Charles ‘Chip’
Hamann, Jonathan Wade, Christopher Millard, Mark Friedman and Leah Roseman, Elizabeth
Simpson, Douglas Burden and Frederic Moisan . Gisèle Lamontagne’s closing message cites the
lockdown period as a perfect time (whatever one’s age) to learn how to become a conductor …by
signing up for Maestro Alexander Shelley’s virtual “Conducting 101” course. "Wow" is the only
word to describe the experience (no translation needed!)

thoughts of treasured bygone concerts

Christine McLaughlin — President & Music Liaison, FNACO

D

uring these last few weeks I have sorted and played every CD I possess. I have carefully reread the inserts and really listened to the complete performance or selections. Some I had
not played for a long time and wondered why I would choose to play others first. It has been an
interesting examination of memory, events and music preferences. Some have invoked memories
of my parents with their passionate support of choirs (members of three choirs themselves);
others of trips to the Halle Orchestra and the joy of watching Sir John Barbirolli; a recent visit to
the ’ proms’ to sit in that great Royal Albert Hall and realize I was watching Bernard Haitink at 90
years old conduct his 90th Prom as his last conducted performance of the Vienna Philharmonic; or
the pleasure of listening to the strains of our wonderful NAC Orchestra. While COVID has caused
tremendous stress to so many, I know I would not have done this if I had not been forced to isolate
at home.
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COVID-19 and I Have Agreed to Live in Peace!

Y

Jeanne d'Arc Sharp, Member of FNACO

es, shelter-in-place but on sunny days I carry home bags of groceries and drugstore bags of favourite
magazines; keeping in touch with friends and my two brothers is a priority. In this neighbourhood, by
popular demand, dear Evelyn Greenberg opened her heart and her windows to play delightful music on her
piano; this interlude made a happy difference at the end of the day; thank you, Evelyn. What will remain
etched in my mind is the creative beat-the-competition advertisement picture of take-out food for a New
York City restaurant: On top of a styrofoam container sat a neatly wrapped roll of toilet paper; the two could
be had for an order of $25 or more - in US money, mind you! To all of you, Friends, I send my very best
wishes for a pleasant summer; à bientôt.

A

Charles’ Chip’ Hamann — Principal Oboe, NACO

big part of an orchestra musician’s life is people. You sit beside them, breathe the same air, share
a music stand, turn pages for each other. And you perform in a hall full of people, sometimes in the
thousands. Musicians are also alone a lot, which means that in some ways, life under the pandemic has
been relatively normal. “Practising, preparing, studying, listening. As an oboist I spend a lot of time making
reeds. I’m still doing all that. It’s just that there’s this luxury of time without the pressure of an immediate
concert.” Performing solo, online, is very different. When you’re in an orchestra, you’re part of a whole. It’s
not this experience of doing something that is very exposed, but with it being on social media, it feels like
it’s there forever. However, there’s a kind of community that’s been growing through the pandemic of people
showing their everyday work. I will be teaching on line throughout the Summer.
The more relaxed tempo has also meant more time for gardening and I have a
topiary garden on the back deck. It’s fun if you are a details kind of person. My
plants have wintered in the sunny parts of the house and will soon be moving
out. I am enjoying the slower pace, of not having to rush. And I am grateful to
be part of the National Arts Centre Orchestra. So many orchestras have had the
official cancellation of their seasons, and layoffs. It’s great that the NAC has
found ways for the Orchestra to keep in touch with our audiences.

H

Charles 'Chip' Hamann

Jonathan Wade — Percussionist, naco

ello Friends! We hope you are all keeping well these days.My wife, violinist Martine Dubé and I really
miss our weekly performances with NACO and our wonderful audiences that are so supportive of us.
We're making the best of the situation here at home. I participated in Musicfest last month doing some zoom
teaching with three student percussionists. They were extremely enthusiastic which made the experience
an enjoyable one! It was great to hear these kids in action at the final online concert with our own maestro
Alexander Shelley conducting!Our son Daniel, who lives with us now, had the unique opportunity to play
cello for a panel of NACO string players last month. As the bursary competition was cancelled this year, the
orchestra instead offered "mock" auditions to the bursary candidates. Dan spent an hour in the "hot seat"
playing and being critiqued by the online jury. He found this to be an extremely educational and rewarding
experience! Our daughter Sofianne is doing well, working from her apartment as a translator for the government. One of her favorite hobbies is to improvise on her flute or her accordeon. Martine, Dan and I spend
our mornings keeping in shape on our instruments. There are many musical sounds emanating throughout
the house on three different levels. Our neighbours are good sports and generally find the sounds pleasant (lucky for us!) Afternoons include long walks, reading, tennis, or biking in the Gatineau hills. The house
and garden have never looked better as we have no excuse but to do lots of cleaning and try to keep things
immaculate!Take care and hope to see you all soon!
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Over the Rainbow

Christopher Millard — Principal Bassoon, NACO

I am looking for a pair of ruby red slippers, to fit a temporary home-

less bassoonist. Covid 19 has sent us all to Oz and the Wizard
hasn’t found a solution. Yip Harburg, Over the Rainbow’s elegant
lyricist said, “Words make you think a thought. Music makes you
feel a feeling. But a song makes you feel a thought.” Like all of you,
I’ve been thinking a great deal about those missing feelings. Listening to great music joins intellect and emotion in an open-ended and
miraculous response. Listening in the company of others amplifies
this intuitive capacity to “feel thoughts” by placing music where it
Christopher Millard
needs to be - in a collective, social experience.
The COVID crisis has thrust musicians into experiments with technological band aids
as ways to stay relevant and connected with our audiences. Since March, our screen
portals have been filled with earnest and often brilliant examples of Hollywood Square
performances; dozens of musicians at home patiently constructing virtual ensembles.
We are reaching out to one another emotionally via microphones and video cameras. For
performers, these are sincere attempts to maintain our collective identities as members
of performing ensembles. We are crying out to audiences, asking you all “Don’t forget!!”
But as virtual simulacrums of the live concert, they inevitably fail to deliver a true
listening experience. For lovers of great orchestral music this pandemic is a critical test.
Absence from the concert hall will force many to find solace in recordings. Others may
lose their deep hunger for music of the Masters altogether. But I suspect - and hope - that
most classical musical lovers will understand the slogan ‘Live Music is Best’. Long a
defence against the decades long existential challenge of recorded music, this phrase
now assumes a new and deeper resonance. Finding meaning in the shared experience of
live performances is often more about truth than beauty, that meeting of heart and mind
where intellect and emotion find unity. “Feeling thoughts” is always best experienced in
the social context of live performance, where audiences and performers share real time
and space. Trained musicians learn patience early in their developmental years. As we
face many months of restrictions in our normal lives, that patience will be sorely tested.
For our audiences, an even greater demand is placed - nurturing the hunger for the
irreplaceable moments in the concert hall.
As the pandemic slowly subsides, we will all find our ruby red slippers. click our heels
together, wish for home and - with time - the music will start again.
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Mark Friedman and Leah Roseman — NACO violinists

A

s a group, NACO has kept very connected. At the
best of times we feel like a family, and now during
this very difficult time, we do as well. We’ve been having
weekly Zoom socials, and several colleagues on different
committees have been working hard with the brainstorming
of ideas both for the present virtual outreach and future reopening. Musicians are keeping our daily practice and many
of us are also teaching (but over the internet).

Mark Friedman and Leah Roseman

Through the NAC, we’ve been doing some coaching and different kinds of mentoring and that’s
helped keep our spirits up. As for all families, the situations differ greatly, depending on whether
colleagues live alone, or have young children, etc. My wife Leah and I played a live-streamed
Mother’s Day concert, and another one for Father’s Day on Sunday June 21st, which lasted for
about 25 minutes.
We’ll be having close family on a Zoom call that will be live-streamed to Leah’s Leahviolin
YouTube channel where she offers teaching tips. We’ve kept busy with our teenager, dog, and
students, and although we very much miss playing with NACO, we are trying to be patient and
appreciate our health each day as it comes.

Elizabeth simpson — naco french horn

D

ear friends of NACO;
Such extraordinary times! The NAC orchestra misses you all so much! We feel that it will still
be a little while until we can get back into the concert hall, it could not happen soon enough for
us. We are working hard to stay in touch with our supporters like you, and also with the public in
general. We are busy making recordings for the NACO lunch breaks, we are teaching our private
students online which I think for the most part is very successful. I am looking forward to starting
Music Circle interactive virtual workshops and concerts in August, and I am practising like crazy!
During the year when the orchestra is so busy, I tend to only have time for a good warm-up in
the morning, and then I focus on all of the orchestral repertoire that I have to learn and practice.
As individuals we get our music about a month in advance of the performances, we learn the
notes for a number of pieces we have never played before, like contemporary Canadian works
for example. If possible we listen to recordings of these pieces and work on in some cases new
playing techniques. Since at this time, we have no idea how long we will be home practising on
our own, I decided to create a special practice routine for myself. This entails practising things I
am unable to do well. It is a great day when I can move the metronome up one notch for my fast
tonging exercises, or my flexibility challenge and this is helping me become a better teacher.
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Elizabeth simpson — naco french horn (continued)

M

y daughters Olivia and Veronica are also a huge focus in my life. Veronica was home for five weeks at
the beginning of COVID, but returned to her fun and busy apartment life in Toronto. She is a dancer,
singer and actress. All her spectacular performance work and teaching was cancelled. She studies and
teaches tap on line. Olivia is a chef in the Niagara region and is making incredible take-out baskets to
accompany spectacular wines from Wescott Vineyard in Jordan, Ontario. She is also supplying one
restaurant in Toronto with beautiful take-out meals. She hopes soon to be able to re-open the Westcott
patio and resume a social distancing styled summer restaurant. Veronica has just moved to Jordan, to
help with the summer patio - tap board in tow! They are both hard working and community giving.
I also have a beautiful Blue Merle Sheltie named Pippa. She is 12, and is starting to feel arthritic and less
frisky, but is the most lovely company. She still demands three walks a day so that is keeping me in pretty
good condition.
This year, in February, I ordered seeds from the Heritage Harvest Seed
company in Manitoba. I have never started vegetable seeds indoors, in fact
I have never had my own vegetable garden before. My focus has always
been on my perennial garden which I proudly tend but now I have cherry
tomatoes, baby cucumbers, baby eggplants, and beets and several herbs.
The plants are growing in recycled containers with organic soil in my sunny
south facing patio door. I thought about creating an inground garden, but
chose large pots because Pippa pretty much rules the backyard.
The garden for me has always been a calm and quiet place where I reflect
and escape the exciting yet demanding life of being an orchestral musician.
Now, just being outside makes me feel so grateful to have this space and
this time for peaceful reflection.
My favourite expression has become “ Out to the garden I go, to lose my
mind and find my soul.”All in all, my family and I are healthy, as are my
amazing handful of friends. I wish all of you a beautiful summer, good
health, safety, and some amazing memories to reflect upon when looking
back at this difficult time. See you soon from the concert stage

Elizabeth Simpson

Douglas Burden — Bass trombone NACO

H

“
ard times will always reveal true friends.” Amrit Karn
Friends of NACO have always been there to support the musicians of the National Arts Centre Orchestra
in good times and it is truly reassuring to know that you are with us in these uncharted times of the
Covid-19 Pandemic when live music has come to a grinding halt. I want to thank Christine McLaughlin for
asking me to write this short article and to begin by thanking all of you for your support and wonderful
contributions to NACO over the years. Each musician in the orchestra has had to choose how

to negotiate these days in their own way. Many years ago, I made a conscious choice to view
any situation from the point of view that the “cup is half full” and not “half empty”. For me,
keeping busy and active was, and still is a way to make this current situation constructive and
productive. I am able to devote much more time to personal home practice; in my case three to
four hours every day on my bass and contrabass trombones.
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Douglas Burden — Bass trombone NACO (continued)

M

usicians have been practicing Physical Distancing for centuries, it just goes by another
name, Personal Practice. Initially I had to scramble to re-tool my home studio in order teach
online trombone lessons to my uOttawa Trombone Studio and private students. This started
with the purchase of a standing desk, purchasing a better external microphone and recording
device, subscribing to the Pro version of Zoom teleconferencing software and learning how to
edit video and audio recordings. Each musician has been asked to submit video recordings for
the NACO Lunch Break broadcasts. In addition, we have contributed to various montage videos
which have been broadcast. Examples of this are O Canada and Sleigh Ride. Sections within the
orchestra have also collaborated to produce videos. The NACO Low Brass Section recorded a
Brahms Choral Prelude to coincide with the release of the new Brahms and Schumann CD. It
takes time, preparation, practice, and patience to produce these little gems. The bass trombone
is a large, heavy, and awkward instrument to hold and control while performing at the highest
artistic standards required by NACO. Physical strength is required to reduce repetitive strain
injuries and tendonitis, in addition to working on my cardio vascular health. Staying in shape is
not an option. I have taken these months to alternate days of personal weight training with long
walks during good weather and to continue my elliptical training on rainy days. My wife Wendy is
a quilter. She re-tooled her quilting studio overnight allowing her to create over 150 non-surgical
face masks in less than one month. Wendy was then able to devote more time than usual to her
gardening creations and I did the same for our lawn care. We have five grandchildren. Three live
in Barrhaven, and two in Orillia Ontario. It has been very difficult to see the three in Barrhaven,
so close and yet unable to give them hugs and kisses. . On Sunday, May 24th Karen Donnelly
and I gave Caleb, Ethan, and Elizabeth a “musical hug” by performing Disney Duets in the cul de
sac in front of their home. The grandchildren were running all over the place with excitement and
neighbours came to stand and applaud our mini concert. It has been six months since Wendy
has seen our granddaughters in Orillia so she drove there to spend ten days with them. The fact
that her trip coincided with the Ontario Provincial Government’s announcement allowing bubbles
of ten people is sheer coincidence. She would have gone anyway. Enough is enough…
When not occupied with musical preparations and exercise, I alternate non-fiction and fiction
reading; presently with C.S. Forester’s writings on Napoleon and Lord Nelson and works by
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. During the evenings at the start of the social distancing, Wendy and I
watched all six seasons of Downton Abbey as well as the feature film. Now we are into The West
Wing. In recent weeks distancing limitations have been gradually reduced allowing me to play
one round of golf per week and to go on one half-day trip on my Goldwing motorcycle. There
is no use feeling sorry for myself. Public Health Officials and Politicians of all stripes will be
dictating and influencing when and how NACO will return to the NAC and in what capacity our
orchestra will once again perform together.
In the meantime, I view my “job description” as to stay in shape,
both musically and physically, and be ready for that glorious
reunification with my colleagues. Some days are harder than
others to remain positive but I choose to make that my goal.I
look forward to the day when my NACO Friends will meet again
in person and in performance. Stay well, stay healthy, and stay
in touch with family and friends…

Douglas Burden
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Frederic Moisan — Violin, NACO

W

hen we learned that the NAC Orchestra’s season was cancelled due to COVID-19, my partner Anni and
I decided to take refuge in a cottage that some friends kindly offered us. Evidently, we left long before
there were limitations to traveling and we remain there to this day.
So we found ourselves in nature but well connected with the Internet!
I must admit that my immediate reaction during the first days, or weeks, was to take refuge in my work,
going into a frenzy and practising all the programs that had been chosen for the rest of the season. Then,
there were the Zoom meetings with the orchestra committee and all the e-mails!
It was only in April, a month into the crisis, that I came to realize that this isolation would probably last a
lot longer than first predicted …
Since I had not seen my family in France for over two years, I quickly saddened at the realization that I
would not be able to visit them this summer.
From that moment on my mental state changed completely. Naturally, there were still meetings with the
orchestra, videos to prepare for the NAC, students, etc… but I realized that I had a lot of free time that
I should use in a healthier and more constructive way. I therefore gave myself permission to think of
and do other things that I love such as preparing fishing flies and going fishing; and reading, calling my
colleagues and friends more often; and - doing nothing! (Not one of my habits).
From that moment on, my approach to the violin also changed. I thought that since I couldn’t play with
my orchestra colleagues during this time, I might as well play the things I love, just for myself. I took out
Bach Sonatas and Partitas as well as many other pieces. I also created a technical plan that I now follow
every day to stay in shape and challenge myself. Most importantly, I imposed on myself a set number of
work hours per day. There was also another project, created about two months ago, that motivated me
a lot. This project, launched by 7 members of the orchestra including myself, aimed at creating a virtual
audience (training audition committee). During these auditions, young string musicians, mostly recent
graduates, were given the opportunity to experience a fictional orchestra audition and receive feedback.
This initiative was very successful!
All in all, I’d say this experience has taught me to savour time by accepting a slower internal pace and
seeing this isolation as an opportunity rather than a constraint. Naturally, I feel blessed that I can spend
these difficult times in the best conditions possible; however, I am impatient to be once again with our
audience and my colleagues, to live again the thrill of concerts and the magic that can only be experienced
on stage.
I wish to thank the Friends of the NACO for their constant support and hope that you are all well!

Frederic Moisan
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conducting #101

Gisèle Lamontagne — FNACO Member and Translator

W

ow! We truly can learn new things at any age. Although I’ve been passionate about music for
decades and studied a bit of music, I could never figure out how a conductor led an orchestra. I
would watch attentively, amazed by it all; but never understood even the basics. Well, I got some answers
and increased my amazement in following Conducting 101 presented by Alexander Shelley. I’ve only
done half the course as I watch some videos a few times over to truly integrate the material. And, I try
the movements … ouch, my arm gives out after 12 minutes! And, you lead for two hours or more? But,
now I get the basics of conducting; and, I’m even more amazed. What a gift! I’ve passed this on to many
people and encourage music lovers to watch this. I can’t wait to return to Southam Hall and observe the
conductor lead the orchestra, understanding and appreciating even more all the work that goes behind
ONE performance. Thank you Maestro. Shelley– two simple words but said from the heart of a music lover
who has grown, thanks to your sharing of your gifts and skills.

FNACO President Christine McLaughlin-- Happy Summer All

SAVE The DATE
fNACO Annual General Meeting by ZOOM
2:00 p.m.
Sunday, September 13, 2020
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